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Selector board 
Game selector board consists of  Arduino Nano clone for the logic, two row LCD screen with 
buttons and main PCB with connectors and two 4066 ICs for safe switching of  the signals.  

Connectors 

Two blue pins (P5 and P4) marked with RESET are used to reset the ST-V board and the 
multicart. Both pins act same, they are pulled LOW when reset is wanted, so it does not 
matter which is connected to ST-V and which to multicart. 

Connector in the middle is the cart connector. Notice that the bits are opposite to the 
connector on the multicart. On multicart the +1 pin is in the left and +32 on the right and in 
the selector the +1 is on the right.  

Power connector is on the right. Leftmost (RED) pin is for 5V and the rightmost pin 
(BLACK) is for ground. Be sure connecting them right or you fry the selector. Under the 5V 
pin, there is a place for the capacitor. Normally it is not needed. The arduino clone has caps 
ensure stable voltage for it and because 4066s are not used for fast switching, they are quite 
happy with +5V from the ST-V board or the multicart. But if  you have unstable voltage 
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during the reset, you can add example 100uF 16V cap to it. Connect it so that + side is next 
to 5V pin. 

IMPORTANT!!!!! YOU MUST USE GND AND +5V FROM THE ST-V 
BOARD OR FROM THE MULTICART WHEN USING IT. DO NOT USE 
EXTERNAL PSU WHILE CONNECTED TO THE MULTICART.  

There is also AUX connectors reserved for the future use. 
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Powering the selector 

To power the selector, you need +5V and GND. You could take them from the JAMMA edge 
or use fingerboard, but one option is to add +5V and GND connectors to the multicart. 
Same connectors can be then used to power the card if  you update the multicart’s firmware. 

You can take (or feed when programming the multicart) the +5V from the following spot: 

GND can be taken from: 
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Both connected and using Harwin connector: 
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RESET lines 
Reset line for the multicart can be found from the programming connector, marked with 
RED dot in the picture below. Connect the line to either P5 or P4 pin in the selector.  

ST-V board can be reseted by pulling down the RESET line coming out of  the voltage 
monitoring chip. P4 or P5 of  the selector must be connected to this RESET line. Easy way is 
to solder wire to the chip itself  like the blue wire in the picture below. 
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Updating the software 

Selector uses cheap Chinese Arduino Nano clones that can be programmed using standard 
Arduino IDE using USB port on the Arduino. Because clones use different USB to serial chip,  
you need to install drivers for it first. You can find latest driver by searching for CH340 
drivers. Working windows drivers can be found example from http://www.arduined.eu/
ch340-windows-8-driver-download/ and latest OS X drivers from https://tzapu.com/
making-ch340-ch341-serial-adapters-work-under-el-capitan-os-x/.  

After you install drivers, install Arduino Software from https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/
Software. 

To update the software, connect the arduino with USB cable to the computer (remember to 
disconnect the power wires from the selector first!!!) and open the source file (.ino file)  

Now choose the board from the Tools menu 
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Check that correct processor is selected 

Now choose the usb port  

In OS X the port is /dev/cu.wchusbserial<XXXX> and in the Windows it is COM<X>. 

To upload the new version, now just click the upload button (arrow to the right) 

It will start to upload the new program to the Arduino and show “Done uploading” text in 
the green status bar under the source code once finished. 
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Changing the game names 

If  you want to change the game names, you can edit the source code. Search for line starting 
with “// GAME NAMES” 

You can edit the names, given in the game_<game number> variables, but you have to keep 
names shorter than defined in the MAX_NAME_SIZE variable - 1, that is 32 characters in 
the example above. Current version only shows 16 characters. After changing the source, you 
can upload the program to the selector. 
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